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White threatens to play Nb5 or Nf5 with large advan-
tage. Black has two moves that directly inhibit Nb5,
namely c6 and Bb4, and also f5 which plans Qh4.
The idea of Nh6-g4 is not really fast enough, though
note carefully 3... Nh6 4. Nb5 Ng4 5. f4 Bb4 6. c3
c6 7. h3! removing Black’s knight and keeping all
threats, compared to the direct 7. Nxa7 which gives
Black more counterplay, while 7. Nc7+ Kf8 does not
help White a lot (8. h3 is probably then best, and the
knight excursion has not gained much). Note that
a6 fails to Nf5 (which shows White’s “other” threat,
namely if gxf5 then Qh5+ and Qd5 wins). Similarly,
Nc6 is met by Nf5 (and Nb5 is good too). Stopping
Nf5 with g6 leads to a White advantage after simply
4. Nb5 Bb4 5. c3 c6 6. Nxa7, moreover White can
play 6. d4 or other moves. Probably 6. Nxa7 f5 7. d4
Nf6 8. e4 fxe4 9. Bg5 O-O 10. f3 Re8 is a typical line
when White immediately grabs the material edge.

3. ... c6
This move does not have the greatest reputation due
to the “hook” manuever that White can carry out.

4. Nb5 cxb5
Black can try Bd6 instead, but after 5. Nc7+ Kf8
6. Qg4 g6 7. Nxe6, at the very least White is up a
pawn with no immediate danger. However, this line
is at least not as studied as much, and could surprise.

5. Qh5+ g6
6. Qb5 Nc6
7. Qb6
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The hook is not as devastating as it can be in as-
sociated lines (for instance, after 2... d6 instead of
2... e6), but still gives White the edge. The “point”
of the move is that 7... axb6 8. Bb5 Kf7 9. Bxd7
regains the queen, and the endgame after 9... Rxa2
10. b4 should be won for White (having 2 pawns for
a piece). Black needs some sort of counterplay, and
9... Nh6 10. h3 Rxa2 11. b4 Ng4 12. hxg4 h5 also looks
insufficient. Playing 7... Qxb6 8. Bb5 Kf7 9. Nc3 Bb4
10. d4 just leaves White a pawn up, with no immedi-
ate threats for Black (though White should not grab
a pawn with Bxd7, as then Black is more active with
the open files). This leaves running with the king
as Black’s main idea. It should be pointed out that
White could also have played 4. Nc3 or 4. Na3 with
a slower game. Computers may suggest Qxb7 for
White at some point, but this seems to underrate
the queen’s value.
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7. ... Kf7
8. Qc7
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This is definitely White’s most thematic follow-up
(after 8. Nc3 Bb4 White probably needs to play Qxb7
for instance), and leaves Black two main options.
Note that White is threatening Bc4, and after Kg7
then Qf4-h6. Also, 8... Ne5 fails to stop this, for
9. Bc4 Nxc4 10. Qc3 Ke8 11. Qd3 Bd6 12. Qb5 and
Qxd7. Both Black options here are quite interesting
and deserve lengthy analysis, but as I think Nh6 is
more suitable, I will consider 8... Bb4 in this sidenote.
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The “tipau” line after
8... Bb4 9. c3 is Qf8. Here
White can play various
moves, but I like the direct
10. Bc4 forcing Bxc3, then
11. Nc3 (see diagram).
White threatens Nd5 then
Ne7/Nf4, and Black does
not do well with Nge7.

For instance, 11... Nge7 12. Nd5 Nxd5 13. Qd8 wins
a piece and Black’s open c-file is not much of a con-
cern (White could also play b4 and collect the piece
later). The same can be played after 12... exd5 when
White additionally gains a pawn. Another Black try

is 11... Qb4 12. Qd6 Qxd6 and White can play Nb5
with both Nxa7 and Nd6+/Nxb7 threatened. Black
need not waste the Qb4 tempo, and just play 11... f5.
Here White can play either Nd5 or Qd6 as before, or
try the quite different line 12. Ne4 Qb4 13. O-O fxe4
14. Qd6 Qxd6 15. f4 with an attack for the slight ma-
terial investment. After 12. Nd5 exd5 White should
not play the immediate 13. Qd8 as (compared to the
above) Black ends up only down a pawn and retains
the useful Ng8, but 13. b4 leaves Black rather tied up,
and Qe5 is coming if Black is unable to respond with
Qd6 hitting d2. The “freeing” Qd6 leaves Black 2
pawns down after Qxd7, and similarly after 13... Nh6
14. f3 b6 15. d4. A final idea is 11... Nh6 12. Ne4
Kg8 13. Qd6 Qxd6 14. Ng5 fxg5, when White is up
a pawn, with an easy plan of b4/Bb2/f4/O-O/f5.
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Returning to other Black
moves after 9. c3 (diagram),
again Ne5 does not pre-
vent Bc4 (rather it loses a
pawn to Bxe6 after the king
moves), while Qxd7 suffices
against aimless Black ideas.
The two remaining tries are
Nh6 and Nd4.

After 9... Nh6 White could play Bd3, but simply
10. cxb4 Ng4 11. f3 and Black still has to contend with
Qd6. Neither 11... Kg8 12. Qxd7 Nxh2 nor 11... Qf8
12. Qd6 Qxd6 13. fxg4 appears to give Black enough
chances, and similarly 10... Qf8 11. Qd6 Qxd6 and
White does well with either g4 or Nc3 (or Bd3).

The idea of 9... Nd4 is that this knight is likely lost in
an explosion in any event, and so it might as well play
aggressively. White plays 10. exd4 and if nothing else
then Bd3, or cxb4 to threaten Qd6. Black does not
seem likely to survive the endgame after Qxc7, and
the developing Nh6 does not fare well after 11. Bd3
Nf5 12. cxb4 Qf8 13. Qd8 Qxd8 14. Nc3 (for instance),
when again White should win fairly easily. Similarly
12... Kg8 13. Bxf5 and White threatens Qd6/Qxd7.

In summation, the 8... Bb4 lines do not give Black
enough play. White can always regain material with
Qxd7, and often has mate threats with the queen.
Black needs to swap queens to break the pressure,
leaving a struggling endgame with slow counterplay.
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Firstly it might be said what this move hopes to
achieve. Looking at the previous line, when Nh6 is
played after Bb4/c3, in that case White simply played
cxb4 and threatened Qd6. Here Black retains the
dark-squared bishop, which usefully guards d6. In-
stead, the “natural” developing move Nh6 is played
directly, and room is still made for the king to escape
after Bc4.

A first idea for White could be 9. Bd3 Kg8 10. Bxg6
Ne5 11. d4 Bb4+ 12. Kf1 Ng4 13. f3 b6 14. Qxd7
Nxh2 15. Nc3, with an endgame where White has a
knight and two pawns for a rook. Black does not
necessarily find it easy either to avoid this or defend
it (playing Be1/h5 on move 13 is a slightly different
direction, with its own problems), but there is defi-
nitely some play here.

However, I prefer the endgame that occurs after the
direct 9. Qxd7. The comparative endgames are not
really that similar, and in particular in the line I give
below White has two pieces and a pawn for the rook,
instead of two pawns and a piece. If these pieces are
sufficiently active, they can shut down the invasion
capacity of the rooks. Black can then play either
Ng4 or Bb4, which often transpose. Other moves are
met by Bd3 or g4.

9. Qxd7 Bb4
10. c3 Ng4
11. f3 Nxh2
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This is probably the typical position in this line,
though Black could also play Rad8 at some point.
White will likely play d4 at some point in any event.
Black will follow up with h5, and then h4/h3 or
maybe g5. For instance, 12. cxb4 h5 13. Nc3 h4
14. Ne4 Kf8 15. Nd6 h3 16. gxh3 Rh1 17. Kd1 Rd8
and White has an advantage, but things are tricky.

However, White can also play to shutdown the h-file,
by d4/e4/Bh6. Here a typical line has Black playing
g5 so as to enforce the h-file open, like 12. d4 h5 13. e4
g5 14. cxb4 h4 15. d5 e5 (playing exd5 is no better)
16. Be3 h3 17. gxh3 Rh2 18. Bg2 Rah8 19. Nc3 f5
20. Ne2 fxe4 21. Rc1 Rc8 22. Rc7+ Rxc7 23. d6 Rh8
24. d7 Rd8 and White should be able to avoid any
obscure pawnization chances and win.

It is hard to see what Black can do besides rush-
ing the h-pawn. White will definitely win if given
time to consolidate (the rooks do not generate enough
threats), and trying to use the cd-files typically leads
nowhere. White does not have to snatch 14. cxb4 at
the earliest opportunity, as repositioning the bishop
does not aid Black much, but I see no reason not to
do so (it also opens Nc3).
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So Black’s try of 3... c6 does not appear to give equal-
ity in this line. The move 3... Bb4 is often seen in
games, but is probably actually worse. After 4. c3
Bxc3 5. Qh5+ g6 6. Qc5 d6 7. Qxc7 there is no reason
why White should not win with the extra material,
and either 4... f5 or 4... c6 will at best transpose.

3. ... f5
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This then is the mainline. It is important to note that
the immediate 4. Nb5 Qh4 5. g3 Qc4 6. Bxc4 Nc6
(or Nf6) is OK for Black, as Nb4/Ne5 are not easy to
meet, as the Ne5 can jump to either c4 then b2/d2, or
f3/g4 then h2. For instance, 7. b4 Ne5 8. f3 Nc4 9. d4
a5 (inhibiting Na3/Nc3) 10. b5 Nb2 11. Qe2 Nd3+
12. Kf1 Nb4 (this knight moves around a lot!) 13. a3
Nxc2 and I don’t think the queen is worth enough to
White here to claim any advantage, even with Black’s
lazy development. Of course, with the queen imbal-
ance anything is possible in practice. Moreover, the
4. Nb5 line is popular, and Black should have some
experience of the typical lines.

What seems to be the more popular White idea is
to trade queens and then play Nb5, with the typi-
cal threats on a7/c7. Black’s counterplay is going to
come from quickly developing Nf6 and Bb4.

4. Qh5+ g6
5. Qg5 Qxg5

Note that 5... Nf6 is also met by Nb5. White can of
course play more slowly on move 4, with Nc3 or b4,
but these do not seem to lead to much of an advantage
after moves like Nc6/Qh4 and sometimes d5.

6. Nb5
Here Black has three main options: a6, Bb4, and Nf6
(note Bg7 leads nowhere after d4), and each heads in
a different direction (though Nf6 always appears).

After 6... a6 the mainline (possibly after transposi-
tion) looks to be 7. Nxc7 Nf6 8. g4 Bb4 9. Nc3 fxg4
10. f4 Ng4 11. h4 (diagram). Black can also play Ne4,
but after White has played Nc3 (rather than c3) the
subsequent Nd2 will not be too annoying with Bg2
available (and White should win the endgame after
8... fxg4 9. f4 Ne4 10. d3 Nd2 11. Bg2 Nxb1 12. Bxb7).
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The main question here is
whether Black’s knight can
do much useful. Somewhat
later the Black rook should
get activity on the f-file, but
it is likely to be easily re-
buked. Again White has
the long-term edge with an
extra piece and pawn.

Note that 11... e5 can be met by 12. Bh3, while
11... Nh2 appears to put the knight in the wrong
direction after 12. Bg2. Black can reasonably play
Ne5, Nf2, or O-O here. The former is probably the
most forcing, as 12. d3 Nf3+ looks inadequate, but
White can play 12. Bb5 O-O 13. O-O Nf3+ 14. Kh1
Nxd2. The idea here is to push the f-pawn to tie
up Black, and then invade on the queenside long-
term. Of course, with rooks around, avoiding per-
petual check can be quite tricky. Also, Black can
guard f8 with the bishop. Perhaps 15. f5 Kh8 16. f6
Bd2 17. a4 g5 18. f7 g4 19. Kg2 h5!? 20. c3 d5 21. Bd7
Rad8 22. b4 is a good example of how things can go.

Black’s immediate 11... O-O can be met by 12. b3,
when Ne5 sees Be2 in response, as Nd3+ no longer
forks a b2 capture. One line is 12... Kh8 13. Ba3
Nf2 14. Bd3 d6 15. Rg1 Bxc3 16. Bb2+ e5 17. f5
and with care White’s extra pawn should win. Or
12... Nf2 13. Be2 Kh8 14. d4.
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